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Abstract—Hierarchical Heavy Hitters (HHHs) identify fre-
quent items in streaming data. Finding these items has several
applications to network monitoring, particularly in distributed
denial-of-service (DDoS) mitigation and anomaly detection. Sev-
eral algorithms are available to compute HHHs, each with
different performance characteristics in terms of resource con-
sumption, speed and accuracy. These characteristics determine
which HHH algorithm may be best suited for a given network
situation (e.g., because it offers sufficient accuracy for fine-
grained traffic analysis). However, since the situation can evolve
over time, the best choice for an HHH algorithm may also change.
Simply replacing a chosen HHH algorithm has the drawback of
losing all previously acquired monitoring information.

This paper introduces the novel concept of HHH-transitions
that transfer monitoring information between HHH variants and
consequently allows it to adopt new performance characteristics
by switching algorithms at runtime. For example, this enables a
DDoS mitigation system to adapt to evolving network situations
and therefore increase overall Return-on-Mitigation. We present
explicit transition rules for common one-dimensional HHH vari-
ants and evaluate our approach based on real traffic from
MAWILab. Results indicate that trade-offs between performance
characteristics can be realized at runtime and that it is possible to
increase overall post-transition accuracy by retaining monitoring
information.

Index Terms—HHH, monitoring, DDoS defense, HHH-
transitions

I. INTRODUCTION

Efficient processing of large traffic volumes is a key chal-
lenge in network monitoring, specifically in the field of DDoS
mitigation [1], [2]. To simplify this task, data streams are
often preprocessed to aggregate relevant characteristics into
a compact but faithful representation. One way to obtain such
a representation is through HHH algorithms, which exploit the
structure of hierarchically organized items (e.g., IP addresses)
to calculate their most frequently occurring manifestations in
streaming data. This information is of particular interest in
DDoS mitigation, since it can be used to identify malicious
traffic sources and to generate appropriate perimeter blacklists.
The effectiveness of such an approach critically depends on
the choice of HHH algorithms, since their performance char-
acteristics differ significantly with respect to speed, accuracy
and overall resource consumption. A mitigation system should
balance these key factors in accordance with the actual demand

∗Portions of this research were done while the author was a student at KIT.
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Fig. 1. Average memory consumption and accuracy score before and after
an HHH-transition from the DHHH algorithm to the Cormode algorithm.

necessitated by an ongoing attack instead of over-emphasizing
any single one of them.

While a certain HHH algorithm may be best suited for a
specific network situation, it can constitute a suboptimal choice
if the situation changes over time. Several conditions may
render the choice of an HHH algorithm obsolete. The memory
consumption of certain HHH algorithms is proportional to the
amount of different items in a data stream, such that available
memory may be exhausted when items become more distinct
over time. Other algorithms require only a fixed amount of
memory, however, this can limit their maximum accuracy
as well as their query and update times. These algorithms
can prove insufficient when a demand for fine-grained traffic
analysis arises or traffic volume increases. Furthermore, DDoS
mitigation is often performed in a cloud environment to
scale resources in accordance with attack intensity. When
the mitigation uses an HHH algorithm for traffic analysis,
the only option may be to frequently terminate and restart
HHH instances to allow them to scale their resources. These
conditions may occur unpredictably, hence, it may not be
possible to select the best-suited algorithm a-priori.

In these cases, it would be preferable to switch over to
a different HHH variant with more suitable performance
characteristics. However, simply replacing the initially cho-
sen algorithm results in the complete loss of all previously
acquired monitoring information and a new instance would
have to start ”from scratch”. It would require some time to
reach a stable state again before HHH computation can resume
with sufficient accuracy. Moreover, information on long-term
behavior of traffic could no longer be retained. However,
such information may be valuable in certain applications. For
example, long-term monitoring information on benign traffic
allows to build whitelists in the case of DDoS mitigation.ISBN 978-3-903176-16-4 c© 2019 IFIP
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Fig. 2. Frequency propagation during calculation of HHHs for threshold
parameter φ ·N = 10 in a ternary prefix trie.

To address the problem of information loss, we define
a set of so-called HHH-transitions that transfer the internal
state of an HHH algorithm instance into that of a target
variant, effectively retaining most of the already available
monitoring information. We illustrate the effect with a tran-
sition from the (one-dimensional) sketch-based deterministic
HHH algorithm (DHHH) to the Cormode-variant [3], [4]
while processing 30 network traces of 60-second duration as
described in Sec. IV-B using identical parameters for both
algorithms. Fig. 1 shows the average accuracy of computed
HHHs and memory consumption when starting with DHHH
(left) and transitioning to Cormode (right) after 30 seconds.
As a result, the typically lower memory footprint of the
Cormode algorithm can be adopted. Transferring the already
available monitoring information from DHHH to Cormode
with a transition offers the additional benefit of increased
accuracy. For comparison, the dotted green line in the right
part shows the accuracy when Cormode is started at the 30-
second mark without retaining the monitoring information.

The previous example shows, that a monitoring system
can adapt its performance characteristics at runtime in terms
of memory consumption and accuracy. With an additional
transition in opposite direction, i.e., from DHHH to Cormode,
memory consumption and accuracy become virtually inter-
changeable. To allow further trade-offs, we define transitions
to and from the two previous algorithms, as well as the ran-
domized HHH (RHHH) variant and the exact HHH algorithm
(Exact). Nine transitions can be performed directly between
two HHH algorithms, while the remaining three transitions
use an intermediate algorithm. Despite this indirection, the
memory overhead of all transitions is negligible, since entries
in an algorithms data structure are immediately deleted after
the transfer to another HHH instance.

To summarize, the contributions provided by HHH-
transitions are as follows:

• The capability to balance resource-utilization, accuracy
and speed of HHH algorithms as necessitated by evolving
network behavior.

• The capability to retain acquired monitoring information
when a change of HHH algorithms is desirable.

• Negligible increase in memory footprint while transfer-
ring information between HHH algorithm instances.
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Fig. 3. Resource consumption w.r.t. maximum query/update time and memory
utilization of Exact, Cormode, RHHH and DHHH measured over 30 different
network traces with 60-second duration.

II. BACKGROUND

Heavy Hitters (HHs) are items in a data stream whose
frequency, i.e., the number of occurrences, exceeds a certain
fraction φ of the total count of data stream items N . HH
algorithms can identify the most frequently occurring items
during online processing of streaming data. HHHs build upon
this concept to provide a more accurate description of the
distribution of items whose values are taken from a hierar-
chically structured domain. For each layer in the hierarchy
of that domain the frequencies of items are aggregated into
that of a higher-level item, i.e. a prefix, if their combined sum
does not yield an HH in itself. Through repeated aggregation
the distribution of data steam items can be represented as a
hierarchically organized data structure as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The Exact algorithm computes HHHs in an error-free way
by following the inductive definition of HHHs (cf. [3])

HHHl := HHHl−1 + {p : |p| = l ∧ Fp ≥ φ ·N}, (1)

where |p| is the length of prefix p, HHH0 denotes the set of
HHs derived from prefixes with maximum length, i.e., actual
data stream items, and Fp denotes the accumulated frequencies
of all items generalizable to p that are not captured by an HHH
of lower level. When the maximum length of a prefix is L,
HHHL constitutes the (final) set of HHHs.

While the Exact algorithm stores item frequencies in sepa-
rate entries, the Cormode algorithm [4] uses a trie data struc-
ture and repeatedly prunes prefixes with frequencies below a
predefined threshold εN (ε ∈ (0, 1]). This introduces an error
in the frequency estimation of data stream items. To avoid a
computation of inaccurate HHHs, the maximum incurred error
∆p for a given prefix p is recorded during the pruning process.
Through this, Cormode guarantees that the inequality

|fp − f?p | ≤ εN (2)

holds for all prefixes p, where fp and f?p denote the true and
estimated frequencies.

The DHHH and RHHH [5] algorithms use a sketch data
structure with multiple instances of HH algorithms to track
prefix frequencies across different levels of the hierarchy. Both
algorithms guarantee the same bounds for the error in fre-
quency estimation as the Cormode algorithm (w.r.t. parameters
ε and N ). However, eq. 2 holds only with probability π ≥ 1−δ
in the case of RHHH for some chosen value δ ∈ [0, 1] due to
randomized updates of item frequencies in the HH instances.
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Fig. 4. Direct and indirect transitions between the four HHH algorithms
Exact, DHHH, RHHH and Cormode

Throughout this paper, we consider RHHH and DHHH to be
used in conjunction with the SpaceSaving HH algorithm [6],
[7]. SpaceSaving provides a (fixed) number of n counters to
store frequencies for individual data stream items. When the
maximum number n of different counters has been exhausted
and a new item p occurs in a data stream, the item q with low-
est recorded frequency fq is displaced by q. Specifically, the
identifier of q is replaced with p and p inherits the frequency
fq . SpaceSaving then stores the error estimation ∆p = fq
for p and subsequently increments the counter value fp. For
efficiency SpaceSaving stores items with identical frequency
in a common bucket. Tracking ∆p allows the SpaceSaving
algorithm to ensure bounds on the error estimation as given
in eq. 2 for every item processed by the HH instance.

Fig. 3 gives an example of maximum resource consumption
for the four HHH algorithms. Memory utilization, query and
update time differ by an order of magnitude, depending on
the choice of the HHH algorithm. This is due to different data
structure sizes, update strategies and HHH computations.

III. HHH-TRANSITIONS

Depending on how network situations evolve, the perfor-
mance characteristics of a chosen HHH algorithm can become
unsuitable over time. For example, consider a monitoring
system that utilizes the DHHH algorithm. When a volumetric
DDoS attack emerges, the low speed of the update operation of
DHHH can easily become a bottleneck, since a large amount
of items has to be processed in a short amount of time. Under
these circumstances, it would be preferable to switch to the
RHHH algorithm that performs update operations in consider-
ably less time. The accumulated monitoring information stored
in the DHHH instance would be lost, however. To prevent a
significant loss of information, an HHH-transition, denoted as
S → T , transfers the internal state from a source instance of
an HHH algorithm S to a target instance of algorithm T . For
this, is it necessary to transform the internal data structures of
S into those of T .

In the following, we outline a set of algorithms that allow
it to transition between the one-dimensional versions of the
four algorithms Exact, Cormode, DHHH and RHHH. For
convenience, Table I summarizes terms commonly used in the
context of HHH-transitions. Nine out of the twelve possible
transitions are direct transitions between two algorithms. The
remaining three are constructed as a chain of transitions that
uses a third algorithm as an intermediate instance I – so called
indirect transitions, denoted as S → I → T . Fig. 4 gives an
overview of the direct and indirect transitions between the four
algorithms.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS USED IN THE CONTEXT OF TRANSITIONS

Term Meaning

ε Threshold parameter indicating permissible pruning of
prefixes

|p| Length of prefix p
〈p〉 Set of prefixes generalizable to prefix p

par(p) Parent of prefix p (i.e., the longest prefix to which p
can be generalized

E,C,D An instance of the Exact, Cormode and DHHH algo-
rithms (resp.)

X Any one of the instances E,C,D
X.N The total sum of item frequencies processed by X
X.H The maximum length of a prefix stored in X
X(l) The set of prefixes with length l stored in X
Xp The frequency of prefix p stored in X w.r.t. the prefix

length |p|
∆X,p The error estimation of instance X for prefix p w.r.t.

the prefix length |p|

To maintain the accuracy of computed HHHs when perform-
ing a transition, the error estimation of item frequencies in the
source instance should correspond to that of the target instance.
However, when performing a transition, the error estimation
cannot be improved beyond the weaker bounds imposed by
either the source or target instance. For example, RHHH takes
random samples when processing data streams, resulting in a
potential loss of information if a transition is performed before
RHHH reaches its stable state. This loss cannot be recovered
when transitioning to a more accurate algorithm. Hence, the
new instance created by the transition can (at best) have the
same bounded error as the RHHH instance.

For efficiency, we make a slight modification to the update
operations of HH and HHH algorithms. Normally, this oper-
ation processes individual items, such that item frequencies
are always incremented by 1. However, at the time of tran-
sitioning, the HHH instances contain aggregated frequencies
and error estimations with a potentially much larger value.
Consequently, we assume the algorithms to support update
operations with values larger than 1 and the ability to ex-
plicitly set the error estimation associated with a given prefix.
Otherwise, the execution time of a transition would depend on
the sum of all frequencies instead of the much smaller number
of distinct items in a data stream.

a) DHHH → RHHH and RHHH → DHHH: The transi-
tions between DHHH and RHHH are the most straightforward
of the twelve transitions. The difference in the estimated
frequencies stored in DHHH and RHHH instances are the
result of the randomized selection of HH instances for updates
in the RHHH algorithm. RHHH updates layers only with
a certain probability π. The transitions between DHHH and
RHHH can be realized by multiplying frequency and error
estimation of prefixes by 1/π and π when transitioning from
RHHH and DHHH. This restores the expected values in
the corresponding target instances. Algorithm 1 outlines the
transition from DHHH to RHHH. It makes use of the modified
update operation (line 5), which allows it to explicitly set the
error estimation of a prefix in a target SpaceSaving instance.
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Algorithm 1 HHH-transition from DHHH to RHHH
. π ∈ [0, 1] denotes the probability of invoking the
update operation of any single HH instance of the RHHH
algorithm

1: procedure DHHH TO RHHH(D, π)
2: R← new RHHH(D.ε, s) . Same ε for R and D
3: for l = D.H downto 1 do
4: for p ∈ D(l) do
5: R(l).update(p, π · Dp, π ·∆D,p)
6: end for
7: end for
8: return R
9: end procedure

Using this operation ensures that prefixes are linked to the
correct bucket, whereas direct multiplication of bucket coun-
ters would lead to multiple buckets with the same associated
frequencies due to rounding errors. Note, that none of the
SpaceSaving algorithms in the RHHH instance will prune any
transferred values, since they provide enough counters for all
elements at the same layer of the DHHH instance.

The transition in opposite direction can be realized by
multiplying with 1/π instead of π.

b) Exact → Cormode: The transition from an Exact
instance to a new instance of Cormode is outlined in Algo-
rithm 2. The Exact algorithm tracks the frequency of data
stream items without error in a separate counter for each in-
dividual item. The transition from Exact to Cormode transfers
these counters directly to the Cormode instance by initializing
the frequency of the corresponding items with maximum prefix
length, i.e., at be bottom of the hierarchy, with those of
the Exact instance. This could be achieved with the update
operation of the Cormode algorithm, since it supports updates
with a count greater than 1. However, the update operation
would periodically prune items from the Cormode trie while
the counters are transferred. This would lead to suboptimal
results, since pruning depends on the order in which items are
inserted into the internal hierarchical data structure.

Consider, for example, two items a, b and their common
parent p whose frequencies satisfy the following conditions
before the update function is invoked: fp + fa < εN and
fp + fa + fb ≥ εN . If a compression occurs after both
update operations for a and b have been performed, the two
items are aggregated into p, but p is not aggregated any
further, since fp + fa + fb ≥ εN . However, if the update
operation for a is invoked first and a compression occurs
immediately afterwards, a would be aggregated into p and
p itself would be aggregated into one of its ancestor nodes
(since fp + fa < εN ). The additional aggregation steps
can degrade the error estimation of the Cormode instance
by increasing the error estimation of ancestor nodes that are
visited while propagating p through the hierarchy. As a result,
the accuracy of the calculated HHHs decreases unnecessarily,
since enough information was available in the Exact instance

Algorithm 2 HHH-transition from Exact to Cormode
1: procedure EXACT TO CORMODE(E, ε)
2: C← new Cormode(ε)
3: for p ∈ E do . Move items to lowest layer of C
4: Cp ← Ep

5: delete p from E
6: end for
7: for l = E.H downto 1 do . Build Cormode trie
8: for p ∈ C(l) do
9: if par(p) /∈ C(l−1) then

10: Cp ← 0
11: end if
12: if Cp < εN then
13: Cpar(p) ← Cpar(p) + Cp

14: delete p from C(l)

15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: return C
19: end procedure

to prevent this, as indicated by the first case. Hence, to
avoid introducing unnecessary errors, the data structure of the
Cormode instance is not compressed while a transition is in
progress. Furthermore, after iterating over each counter stored
in the Exact instance, its value is never again used during
a transition, such that the memory occupied by an item can
be freed immediately after it has been transferred (Line 5 of
Algorithm 2). Insofar, the transition from Cormode to Exact is
performed in-place with minimal memory overhead. Once the
elements at the bottom of the hierarchy have been initialized,
the hierarchical data structure of the Cormode instance can be
compressed as normal, except that missing parent nodes in the
data structure are created and initialized as needed (Line 9-
11). The Cormode algorithm can then be executed as normal
using the resulting data structure.

c) Exact → DHHH and RHHH: The transition from
Exact to DHHH is outlined in Algorithm 3. It transfers the
information from an Exact instance E by updating every layer
of a target DHHH instance D. For this, we compute the l-
th generalization of each element in E and invoke the update
operation of the HH instance of D at layer l with the respective
item count using modified update operations (Lines 7 and
8 of Algorithm 3). Once all update operations for an item
are finished, it can be removed from E to avoid unnecessary
memory consumption.

We use the SpaceSaving algorithm as HH algorithm in the
various DHHH layers. The effect of the update operation of
SpaceSaving on its internal data structures depends on the
order in which items are processed. This is usually predeter-
mined by the ordering of items in a data stream. However, that
information is no longer available at the time of transitioning,
such that the order in which items are transferred by a
transition is inherently arbitrary. It can be chosen in a way that
minimizes the error estimation of the SpaceSaving algorithm.
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Algorithm 3 HHH-transition from Exact to DHHH
. sort(X) sorts the set of items X by their frequency in
ascending order

1: procedure EXACT TO DHHH(E, ε)
2: D← new DHHH(E.H, ε)
3: E← sort(E)
4: for p ∈ E do
5: x← p
6: for l = 1 to E.H do
7: x← par(x) . The l-th generalizaton of p
8: D(l).update(x, fp)
9: end for

10: delete e from E
11: end for
12: return D
13: end procedure

When the update operation of a SpaceSaving instance S is
invoked on an item x with frequency fx that is currently not
tracked by S, x replaces the item y with lowest frequency fy
in S. The frequency of y then serves as the error estimation
∆x of the new item x to compensate for the removal of a
previously tracked item. Clearly, when the item order can be
chosen arbitrarily and fx < fy , it is preferable to insert x first
and replace it with y later, since the resulting error estimation
∆y = fx of y is lower than ∆x = fy of x would be, if
the sequence of update operations was reversed. To ensure
a beneficial ordering of update operations, Algorithm 3 sorts
items tracked in the Exact instance prior to transferring them
to the target DHHH instance (Line 3).

Similar to DHHH→ RHHH the transition Exact→ RHHH
can be realized by multiplying item frequencies and error
estimations with the update probability of HH instances in
the RHHH algorithm.

d) DHHH and RHHH → Cormode: While transferring
items Algorithm 4 reconstructs the trie data structure of
Cormode. It iterates over all layers of the DHHH instance,
beginning with longest prefixes. The frequency estimations
for prefixes stored in the DHHH instance must be adjusted in
two ways before transferring them to Cormode. First, DHHH
stores the total accumulated frequencies of all descendants of a
prefix, while Cormode summarizes frequencies only as long as
the aggregation threshold εN is not exceeded. Consequently,
the frequency fp of a prefix p stored in DHHH is reduced by
the accumulated frequencies of all descendant prefixes 〈p〉−p
before it is transferred to the Cormode instance. Second, the
frequency estimation of the SpaceSaving algorithm includes
the error estimation for an item, while Cormodes estimation
does not. Therefore, the transition adjusts fp accordingly to
match the representation in the Cormode instance (line 5).

The error estimation for entries in Cormode can be taken
directly from the DHHH instance, since both algorithms yield
the same bounds on the maximum overestimation of item
frequencies when given the same threshold parameter ε. The

Algorithm 4 HHH-transition from DHHH to Cormode
. completeTree(C) adds missing inner nodes to the trie
data structure of a Cormode instance C

1: procedure DHHH TO CORMODE(D)
2: C← new Cormode(D.ε) . Same ε for C and D
3: for l = D.H downto 1 do
4: for p ∈ D(l) do
5: x← Dp −∆D,p −

∑
q∈〈p〉−p Cq

6: Cp ← x
7: ∆C,p ← ∆D,p

8: C.N ← C.N + x
9: delete p from D(l)

10: end for
11: end for
12: completeTree(C)
13: C.compress() . Optional compression
14: return C
15: end procedure

Algorithm 5 HHH-transition from Cormode to DHHH
1: procedure CORMODE TO DHHH(C)
2: C← new DHHH(C.ε) . Same ε for D and C
3: for l = C.H downto 1 do
4: for p ∈ C(l) do
5: D(l).update(p,Cp + ∆C,p,∆C,p)
6: Cpar(p) ← Cpar(p) + Cp

7: end for
8: end for
9: return D

10: end procedure

transition algorithm continuously adjusts the total frequency
count of the Cormode instance and deletes items from Space-
Saving instances once they are transferred. The transfer of
individual items does not necessarily result in a complete trie
structure, since some inner nodes may not be created during
this process. The missing nodes are subsequently added, once
all items have been transferred. A final, optional compression
step can be performed on the Cormode instance, to reduce its
memory footprint and adopt its normal performance charac-
teristics more quickly.

With the transitions RHHH → DHHH and DHHH →
Cormode given, the transition from the RHHH algorithm can
be constructed as the (indirect) chain RHHH → DHHH →
Cormode.

e) Cormode → DHHH and RHHH: Transitions to the
DHHH and RHHH algorithms require the reconstruction of
the various HH instances. The transition to DHHH outlined in
Algorithm 5 transfers counters stored in the Cormode trie data
structure layer by layer to the target algorithms HH instances.
For a given prefix p of length l and a DHHH instance with H
layers, the frequency of fp without error is

∑
q∈〈p〉,|q|=H fq .

This sum is recomputed by summarizing frequencies stored in
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the Cormode instance while traversing the trie from bottom to
top (line 6). It is subsequently incremented by the error stored
in the corresponding node in the Cormode trie and transferred
to the DHHH instance by invoking the (modified) update
operation of the HH instance at layer l (line 5). Recall that
the error estimation of Cormode is calculated as the maximum
error incurred by pruning and recreating nodes in the trie. This
error is not necessarily identical to that computed by an HH
instance of the DHHH algorithm. However, the HH instance is
required to provide enough counters to output all items p with
an estimated frequency f?p ≥ εN when its query operation
is invoked with parameter ε (instead of arbitrary φ). This is
guaranteed by the SpaceSaving algorithm. Consequently, all
items in the corresponding layer of the Cormode trie with
frequency f?p ≥ εN can be inserted into the HH instance
without displacing any previously transferred item.

The transition from Cormode to RHHH can be realized with
the indirect transition Cormode → DHHH → RHHH.

f) Cormode, DHHH and RHHH → Exact: Pruning en-
tries from the data structures of a Cormode, DHHH or RHHH
instance incurs a loss of information that cannot be recovered.
As a result, the counters of an Exact instance E cannot be fully
reconstructed. However, E can take the (partial) information
available in an instance of either Cormode, DHHH or RHHH
into account, when performing a query operation. For this,
we extend E with an auxiliary data structure T composed of
multiple layers. At each layer l, T stores the frequencies fp
for prefixes p of length |p| = l. When transitioning from an
instance X of Cormode or DHHH, we first compute the result
H of the query operation of X with parameter φ = ε. Recall
that ε is the lowest possible choice for φ, hence, yielding the
most accurate HHHs. The frequencies fp of prefixes p ∈ H
with maximum length are then stored directly in the normal
counters of E. Shorter prefixes are transferred to T , which
stores the entry T (l)

p = fp at layer l = |p|.
To take the additional information in T into account, we

modify the query operation of E slightly: when computing the
HHHs HHHl with prefix length l, the value Fp in eq. 1 is
incremented if T has a corresponding entry T (l)

p :

HHHl = HHHl−1 + {p : |p| = l ∧ Fp + T (l)
p ≥ φ ·N}.

With this modification, E and X compute identical HHHs
immediately after a transition and eq. 2 holds for entries in E.
However, this bound improves as E processes additional items:
let N be the number of items processed until the time of
transition and N ′ = λN (λ > 1) the total number of items
processed at a later point in time. Since the Exact algorithm
does not introduce any additional error, the upper bound εN
in eq. 2 remains constant. Consequently, the error estimation
|fp − f?p | ≤ εN = ελ−1N ′ improves relative to N ′, since
the factor ε′ = ελ−1 decreases as N ′ increases. Hence, E
converges to the error-free processing of streaming data that
is normally performed by the Exact algorithm. The overhead
in memory consumption incurred by storing the auxiliary data
structure T is negligible, since the memory footprint of the

TABLE II
EVALUATION PARAMETERS FOR HHH ALGORITHMS

Parameter Value Effect

ε 0.007 Threshold parameter indicating permissible
pruning of prefixes

φ 0.01 Threshold for minimum HHH frequency
δ 0.1 Probability of frequency overestimation

when using the RHHH algorithm
s 1.0 Sampling rate of the RHHH algorithm

Exact algorithm is typically several orders of magnitude higher
than that of Cormode, DHHH and RHHH.

The transition from RHHH to Exact can finally be realized
with the indirect transition RHHH → DHHH → Exact.

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluate the feasibility of HHH-transitions through
trace-driven emulation based on authentic network traffic taken
from MAWILab [8]. Our experiments focus on adopting
performance characteristics of target HHH algorithms through
transitions and the impact that retaining monitoring informa-
tion has on post-transition accuracy.

A. Implementation and Execution Environment

We implemented the one-dimensional version of the four
HHH algorithms in C++, making extensive use of containers
from the Standard Template Library (STL) to implement
algorithm-specific data structures. The evaluation was per-
formed on a single server with an Intel(R) XEON(R) CPU
L5420 @ 2.5GHz and 32 GB RAM running Ubuntu 16.04-
LTS. Update and query operations of different algorithms were
executed in strictly sequential order to avoid interference of
I/O-operations with timing-measurements.

B. Network Traffic

For our evaluation, we selected two different 15-minute net-
work traces from the MAWILab. These traces were recorded
by a large Japanese ISP on November, 23rd and 24th 2017
and contain about 200 million packets in total. Each trace was
segmented into one-minute network traces of approximately
the same size, yielding a total of 30 network traces that
were independently processed by several instances of HHH
algorithms as outlined below. The same choice of parameters
given in Table II was applied to all algorithms (where applica-
ble). The HHH instances monitor the frequencies of IP source
addresses occuring in the network traces at bit granularity.

C. Measurement of Performance Characteristics

a) Computation time: We measure the time required
for the query and update operations of the HHH algorithms.
In general, both timings are non-constant when processing
streaming data, but rather depend on the internal state of an
HHH instance. To provide accurate measurements, we use
the high_resolution_clock-class of the C++ Standard
Template Library (STL), which offers nanosecond accuracy
on current Linux systems. To avoid side effects from I/O-
operations and preprocessing steps, time samples are collected
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Fig. 5. Comparative execution of exact, source, target and reference HHH
instances for accuracy score calculation.

immediately before and after the execution of the update
and query operations. Furthermore, the operations of different
HHH instances are executed strictly sequentially to avoid any
mutual interference.

b) Memory consumption: The amount of used memory
is calculated directly from the size and number of entries in the
data structures of an HHH instance. Our C++-implementation
deletes unused data structures immediately. This avoids side
effects caused by asynchronous garbage collection with respect
to the calculation of utilized memory and interference with
time-measurements of subsequent computations.

c) Accuracy score: To give a measure for the accuracy
of the set of HHHs computed by each algorithm, we use the
Optimistic Genealogy Measure (OGM) [9]. For two HHH sets
H1 and H2, the OGM calculates a score s ∈ [0, 1] measuring
the similarity of H1 and H2 with respect to their hierarchical
structure. The OGM itself is asymmetric. Symmetry can be
achieved with the symmetric OGM (sOGM) score that is
defined as the average of two asymmetric OGM scores.

Since the calculation of HHHs by an Exact instance E is
error-free, it serves as a baseline against which the results of
any other HHH algorithm X can be compared. That is, when E
and X process the same streaming data, the sOGM allows the
comparison of the HHHs HX and HE computed by the query
operations of X and E at any given time. Hence, the accuracy
score of the result of a single algorithm HX can be expressed
as its sOGM score in relation to the Exact algorithm:

AccuracyScore(HX) := sOGM(HX,HE).

The accuracy score does not depend on which of the two
sOGM-parameters is substituted by HE, since sOGM is sym-
metric.

D. Experimental Results

To compare performance characteristics before and after
performing an HHH-transition to a target algorithm, our test
setup sequentially processes all 30 network traces through the
following set of HHH instances:
• An instance of the Exact algorithm (exact instance) that

processes streaming data over the entire duration of
a network trace. This instance operates error-free and
preserves monitoring information during a transition. It
serves as the baseline for the calculation of the accuracy
score (cf. section IV-C).

TABLE III
POST-TRANSITION RESOURCE UTILIZATION

Exact Cormode DHHH RHHH
Reference Q 7.91·108 4.46·105 3.45·106 5.77·106
instance U 1.83·100 4.82·100 5.03·101 4.27·100

M 2.81·106 6.29·104 2.48·105 2.33·105

Source Target instance
instance Exact Cormode DHHH RHHH

Q 5.50·105 3.35·106 2.05·106
Exact U 4.90·100 4.87·101 4.22·100

M 6.18·104 2.49·105 2.42·105

Q 7.91·108 3.42·106 2.32·106
Cormode U 1.76·100 4.99·101 4.24·100

M 2.81·106 2.51·105 2.41·105

Q 7.92·108 3.80·105 2.39·106
DHHH U 1.74·100 4.68·100 4.23·100

M 2.81·106 6.19·104 2.43·105

Q 7.94·108 6.25·105 3.55·106
RHHH U 1.74·100 4.22·100 4.98·101

M 2.83·106 1.03·105 2.51·105

Q: average query time [ns]
U: average update time [ns]
M: average memory consumption [Byte]

• A source instance for every algorithm other than the
target algorithm. Source instances process streaming data
until a transition is executed. The acquired monitoring
information is then transferred to a new target instance
(see below) by a transition.

• A target instance for each distinct source instance. These
instances of the target algorithm are created by the
transitions.

• A reference instance, which is an instance of the target
algorithm that starts processing streaming data immedi-
ately after a transition. A reference instance represents
the normal execution of a target algorithm, i.e., without
retaining monitoring information.

Fig. 5 illustrates these instances for an HHH-transition to the
Cormode algorithm. Measurement samples are obtained from
the various instances every second while processing network
traces, except for the duration of a transition.

a) Resource-oriented performance characteristics: In
this section we present the evaluation results for resource-
oriented performance characteristics realized by the target in-
stances of HHH-transitions. Table III summarizes the average
resource utilization with respect to CPU-time (query and up-
date time) as well as memory consumption for each transition
from a source instance to a target instance. For comparison,
we include measurements obtained from the execution of
reference instances for each target algorithm, i.e., the normal
processing of the second half of the network traces.

The results indicate, that the target instances of transitions
to Exact, DHHH and Cormode adopt the performance charac-
teristics of the corresponding target algorithm, showing only
slight deviations from the reference instance. Deviations can
be attributed to different initial states of the target instances
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Fig. 6. Accuracy score of the source, target and reference instances of a
transition from Exact, Cormode and RHHH to DHHH.

(resulting from transitions or a clean start) and dissimilar
subsequent aggregation decisions of the target algorithm. Tran-
sitions to the RHHH algorithm realize its performance charac-
teristics with respect to update time and memory consumption.
However, the reference instance of RHHH has a significantly
higher query time than the target instances of a transition.
This is the result of RHHH requiring a certain amount of
processed items before converging to a sufficiently accurate
computation of HHHs. Initially RHHH overestimates item
frequencies, resulting in an elevated HHH count, which in turn
slows down the query operation. The transfer of monitoring
data essentially skips the convergence phase of the RHHH
algorithm, resulting in decreased query time.

b) Post-transition accuracy score: When transitioning to
another HHH instance, retaining previously acquired monitor-
ing information influences the accuracy score of subsequent
HHH computations. Complementary, the effect that the loss
of monitoring information has on accuracy can be measured
by a direct comparison of the accuracy scores obtained from
a target and reference instance. (Recall that these scores are
relative to an exact instance that is error-free and retains all
monitoring information.) To measure this effect, we calculate
the average accuracy scores of the source, target and reference
instances taken over all network traces.

As an example, Fig 6 outlines their development over time
for all HHH instances (except the exact instance) when tran-
sitioning to the DHHH algorithm. Compared to the reference
instance, which has no knowledge of pre-transition monitoring
information, the accuracy score of the target instances is
increased when the transition originates from the Exact or
Cormode algorithms. Furthermore, increased accuracy can be
maintained over the entire second half of the network traces.
However, when processing additional data stream items, the
target DHHH instance reverts to its normal behavior. This can
be observed in the loss of accuracy over time of the instance
that originated from the Exact algorithm.

To quantify the increase in accuracy after transitioning to
the DHHH algorithm we calculate the arithmetic mean of
the accuracy scores calculated during the last 30 seconds
of each individual network trace, i.e., after performing the
transitions. Fig. 7 depicts the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the minimum accuracy score achieved by each
fraction of network traces. Comparing the reference instance
and the target instance originating from the Exact algorithm
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Fig. 7. CDF of minimal achieved accuracy score after transitioning to DHHH.
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Fig. 9. CDF of minimal achieved accuracy score after transitioning to Exact.

shows an increase of 0.11 for 80% of all network traces.
Transitioning from the Cormode instance, which supplies less
precise monitoring information than the Exact algorithm, still
yields an increase of 0.04 for 60% of the network traces.

However, Fig. 7 indicates that a transition from RHHH to
DHHH reduces overall post-transition accuracy. The minimum
accuracy score achieved after the transition drops by 0.16
for 60% of the network traces (compared to the reference
instance). This can also be observed in Fig. 6, which indicates
that the introduced error persists over time. Consequently,
using a completely new instance of the DHHH algorithm
is preferable to a transition that retains highly erroneous
monitoring data.

Fig. 8 shows the same CDF for a transition to the Cormode
algorithm. The accuracy score is increased by about 0.07
and 0.08 for 80% of all network traces when transitioning
from DHHH and Exact (resp.). In this case, transitioning
from RHHH does not incur a comparable loss of accuracy,
but instead an increase in post-transition accuracy is realized
(about 0.01 for 60% of all network traces). This is the result
of Cormode typically operating with an accuracy that is more
comparable to RHHH than DHHH.
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Finally, the CDF of accuracy scores for transitions to
the Exact algorithm is given in Fig. 9. Transitioning from
Cormode or RHHH shows a slight increase (0.01 to 0.03)
in the accuracy score of a lower fraction of network traces
(≤ 60%). However, this increase is more significant when
transitioning from DHHH: the accuracy score of the target
instance increases by about 0.06 for 80% of all network traces.

We omit the results for transitions to the RHHH algorithm
due to space constraints.

V. RELATED WORK

Computing HHHs directly in the data plane can increase
the efficiency of network monitoring systems. DREAM [2]
utilizes TCAM rules in a switch to identify HHHs. It allo-
cates the available TCAM resources dynamically, adjusting
the number of rules as needed to maintain a predetermined
accuracy threshold throughout the monitoring process. The
approach effectively balances two of the previously mentioned
performance characteristics (memory and accuracy). The work
of [10] performs network-wide heavy hitter detection through
a combination of (P4-based) switches and a common coordina-
tor. The coordinator repeatedly calculates adaptive thresholds
to determine the amount of monitoring information that is sent
by the switches, effectively trading accuracy of distributed HH
computation against communication overhead. It is unclear if
this balance could benefit from HHH-transitions when extend-
ing the approach to network-wide computation of HHHs.

Complementary to retaining monitoring information, Me-
mento [11] uses sliding windows to discard outdated traffic
statistics (as opposed to epoch-based approaches). Specifically,
it utilizes RHHH in conjunction with the HH algorithm
WCSS [12] to approach line speed. Since the sampling rate
of RHHH can be adapted, a trade-off between accuracy
and update speed can be realized at runtime. However, the
sliding window discards monitoring information regardless of
its origin. In a DDoS scenario, the combination of retaining
monitoring information collected from benign traffic (to main-
tain service availability) and frequently discarding statistics
of malicious traffic (for fast adaptation to emerging attack
patterns) may improve overall Return-on-Mitigation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Update time, query time, memory consumption and ac-
curacy are important performance characteristics of HHH
algorithms. By exchanging HHH algorithms, a monitoring
system can adapt these characteristics to emerging situations
in a network. Replacing the HHH algorithms usually incurs
the loss of previously acquired monitoring information and
a reduced accuracy. This paper introduced HHH-transitions
to preserve already available information by transferring it
between two instances of different HHH algorithms. We pre-
sented transitions for four one-dimensional HHH algorithms
(Exact, Cormode, DHHH, RHHH) and how they can increase
average post-transition accuracy.

Future work includes a deeper theoretical analysis of HHH
transitions, their extension to multi-dimensional HHH variants,

state synchronization between distributed instances of different
HHH algorithms and to apply the concept of transferring state
information to a broader range of algorithm classes (e.g.,
different kinds of neural networks).
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